The largest earthquakes which occurred in Greece in the period [1987][1988][1989][1990][1991][1992] with epicenter in the operational region of the VAN network have been identified on the basis of the average recorded values for mb, Ms and ML. About half of these earthquakes associate with predictions following them while less than one third associate with the ones preceding them. We propose two possible explanations, neither appearing entirely satisfactory. The first one assumes that VAN signals have a physical basis similar to that of the electric signals measured in the laboratory by Hadjicontis & Mavromatou l, Le. they are originated by changes in stress, and occur therefore more after than before earthquakes. Alternatively, the prevalence of backward associations is originated by an unconscious increase in "sensitivity" of the observers after an earthquake with large felt effects.
Introduction
We study here the association of VAN signals with the largest earthquakes in Greece in the period 1987 -1992, for which a complete list of predictions has heen published. Restricting attention to the largest events hopefully helps to better understand and evaluate VAN predictions: if a proposed precursor fails to associate with the largest earthquakes it is both a) difficult to justify in terms of physics, and b) of little practical use.
An obvious prerequisite to this attempt is the identification of the largest earthquakes which occurred in Greece, the only region in which VAN predictions have been claimed successful. More specifically, we consider events with epicenters only in the areas of Greece which the VAN network covers. Wyss 2 called attention to the fact that magnitudes were not correctly treated by VAN and by papers which tried to evaluate the efficiency of the VAN method. Essentially, a bias had been introduced in translating magnitudes from the measured value into the scale used by VAN, which, in spite of being declared as Ms, is not the surface wave magnitude. 2 The largest earthquakes in Greece in the period [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] Magnitude is a fairly inefficient way to parametrize the size of an earthquake and different magnitude definitions yield somehow different numbers. Yet, it is still the easiest, the most widely used, and in many cases the only available standard to gauge earthquakes.
We therefore restrict our analysis to the set of events with the largest magnitude. As a source we use the NEIC PDE catalog, which includes both local and global records, and consider i) the body wave magnitude mb; ii) the surface wave magnitude Ms; iii) the local magnitude
ML.
A comparison of the largest events according to the three magnitude scales shows that both the ML and the Ms files are affected by major incompleteness: for example, the ML scale lacks the 1990/12/21 earthquake, which according to the other two scales is the largest ofthe whole period (mb = 5.8 and ML = 5.9), while the Ms scale lacks the 1988/05/15 earthquake, which the other two scales file both with magnitude 5.4. Nor is there apparent any obvious origin for this incompleteness, like for example a deeper hypocenter. We might have been inclined to base our event list on the mb scale. However, in order to get a more reliable estimate of size, we take the arithmetic average Mave of the magnitude values in the different scales.
3 Scoring VAN prediction: the alarm rate for large earthquakes in [1987] [1988] [1989] [1990] [1991] [1992] We take into account the VAN claimed selective antenna effect by assuming as operational the region of the Greek territory sited within the epicentral indetermination t:J..r (which was recently confirmed to be 120 km by Varotsos et al.7) from at least one prediction; the rationale for this is that since earthquakes falling within this region would be counted if correct1y predicted, they must be counted also when they are not (cf. the non-homogeneous region of Mulargia
We aimed at studying the 25 and the 10 largest earthquakes, but ties in the average magnitude values prevent these numbers from being exact1y reached. The closest numbers are the 27 events which occurred in the operational region with Mave 2:: 4.9 and the 11 with Mave 2:: 5.1. The list of the 27 largest events in the period 1987-1992 within the operational region is reported in table 1, which shows also the top 11 in bold face. The right part of the table shows the 42 testable predictions issued in this period as identified by Mulargia & Gasperini 5 6. We associate VAN predictions with earthquakes as follows: a) since VAN calibrated their empirical scheme for estimating magnitude on a different scale, we score as correct a prediction independently of the difference between predicted and real magnitude (i.e. we disregard~M); b) for the same reason we score as correctly predicted events within 22 days from alI predictionsj c) in order to better understand the physical nature of VAN signals we not only score the association of predictions with earthquakes following them, but also with the ones preceding them within the same time-distance window.
Results and discussion
The most important result emerging from Table 1 seems the stability of performance with respect to magnitude increase: the forward alarm rate for the 27largest events is 7/27, while the same for the top 11 is 3/11; a symmetrical coherence is exhibited by the backward association in time, which is 9/27 for the basic set and 5/11 for the top 11. How should this evidence, which was identicalIyapparent for smalIer events (cf. Mulargia & Gasperini 3456), be interpreted? The marked predominance of the backward on the forward association stands for a prevalent postseismic nature of VAN signals. In turn, this prompts another question: where does it come from?
We propose two different interpretations, neither appearing entirely satisfactory.
Let us assume that VAN predictions do have a physical basis, an issue which has recently been offered some laboratory support by Hadjicontis & Mavromatou 1, who measured electric signals reminiscent of VAN in a controlled rock straining experiment. However, in agreement with alI the (qualitative) VAN models so far proposed, the measured signals appear merely related to changes in stress and not to impending failure. Combining this with the fact that perturbations to the stress field in and around the focal zone are much larger after an earthquake than before, (an indirect evidence of this being that aftershocks largely outnumber foreshocks) one should observe more associations in reverse than in forward time. However, to fully accept this view one should explain the origin of the apparent detection threshold which, absent in the laboratory, prevents in situ to measure electric signals before 8 of the 11 top earthquakes and after 6 of them. Note that following this reasoning one should expect VAN signals in concomitance with alI stress variations above this given threshold, be them preceding, following or independent of a sizable earthquake.
The alternative explanation is different. Let us assume that VAN predictions are due to an unconscious reaction that makes VAN researchers more "sensitive" when looking at their records after a sizable earthquake. A similar effect is sometimes observed in the discrepancies of the written daily reports on erratic animal behaviour written before an earthquake with the reports describing pre-earthquake behaviour compiled by the same person after the event: We have then t,:l account for the fact that the VAN researchers are neither expert seismologists, nor do they run any seismic network. Their real-time information on earthquake occurrences is likely to rely on the news, which, in turn, are essentially based on damage and felt effects. VAN is therefore expected to issue more predictions after the earthquakes which appeared large in terms of felt effects. While this issue would require a cross-check with the Greek press of the time, the generic (though by no means strict) correspondence between the felt effects of an earthquake with its magnitude should explain the observed prevalence of the backward time association. The correct predictions would then be essentially lucky strikes favoured by the high frequency of both predictions and earthquakes, the large indetermination allowed for the predicted epicenter, and the fact that both real and predicted magnitudes are approximately constant (cf. table l). However, this reasoning can hardly explain the successful prediction of the 1987/2/26 event, which occurred in a seismically quiet period and with very infrequent predictions. 
